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ABSTRACT
Subedi, Pratiksha. MS. The University of Memphis. 12/2012. Prosody and
kinesics based co-analysis towards continuous gesture recognition. Major Professor: Dr.
Mohammed Yeasin.
The aim of this study is to develop a multimodal co-analysis framework for
continuous gesture recognition by exploiting prosodic and kinesics manifestation of
natural communication. Using this framework, a co-analysis pattern between correlating
components is obtained. The co-analysis pattern is clustered using K-means clustering to
determine how well the pattern distinguishes the gestures. Features of the proposed
approach that differentiate it from the other models are its less susceptibility to
idiosyncrasies, its scalability, and simplicity. The experiment was performed on
Multimodal Annotated Gesture Corpus (MAGEC) that we created for research on
understanding non-verbal communication community, particularly the gestures.
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CHAPTER I
1. Introduction
The natural interplay between verbal and non-verbal communication modalities
constitute the human conversation thus making it rich and dynamic. In particular, prosody
and kinesics constitute the paralinguistic elements of language which is conveyed
through the combination of speech and gestures [1]. Although there is a wide range of
different types and levels of synchronization across the verbal and non-verbal modalities,
the exact mapping of these modalities remains unclear. Hence a better understanding is
needed on how each modality supports the other modalities. Such an insight is crucial in
solving a number of engineering problems in the acquisition of multimodal
communication in perceptive and animated HCI (Human Computer Interaction). For
example, an expression, “The window over there1” [2] remains ambiguous about which
window is being referred to until the information from both the audio and visual channels
are mapped. In the example, the intonation of speech helps to disambiguate the spoken
context; the hand gesture pointing to the reference adds clarity about the subject/ region
of interest; and other parameters such as head nod/shake emphasizes the content. In
essence, the prosody of speech, head movements, and hand gestures are all combined in a
nontrivial manner and play a prominent role in the organization of human communication
and discourse. Therefore these prosodic and kinesics channels need to be co-analyzed if
robust gesture models are to be developed and implemented.
The visible nonverbal manifestations include hand gestures, head motion, facial
expression, eye gaze, body postures, etc. These modalities though may seem to have been
produced as a random effect of the concurrent speech, are in fact the function of the
1

Italicized word refers to the speech intonation
1

ongoing discourse. For instances, the postural shift 2 of the head serves in regulating turn
taking in verbal conversation [3,4] indicating syntactic and semantic boundaries of
concurrent speech [5], and specifying encoding difficulties [6]. The head movements also
correlate with corresponding verbal amplitude (though the reverse is not true) [7] (See fig
3). Similarly, hand gestures add expressiveness, ground verbal contents, and resolve
multimodal errors in communication. In essence, the language expressions that are
concrete context dependent, reflect the speaker’s memory images, and require physical
referencing are interpreted using combination of speech and gestures.
The myriad of inter-relationships between multimodal parameters is what makes the
human interaction facile and effortless. Although each of the non-verbal manifestations
are directly or indirectly linked with speech, the gestures in particular, have been
considered as an attractive means for coping up with the intricacies of the natural world
[8,9]. We adopt McNeill’s criteria for distinguishing gestures phrases (types) as- deictic
gesture that directs listeners’ attention to a physical reference; for example, “rain and
snow here3 in California”; iconic gesture that reveals the speakers’ memory images of
objects or events; for example, “please write it down”; metaphoric gesture that mostly
represents an abstract concept; for example, “car slams down”; and finally, beat gesture,
that is a quick flick that emphasizes certain words or phrases and reflects the speech pace;
for example, “just a tiny bit”. Similarly, gesture phases have been categorized as
preparation, a kinematic that begins the moment the hand is lifted away from the body to
speak; stroke, the important phase that constitute the meaning of a gesture [10]; hold, the

2

Shift of head from its axis of movement [McClave, E]

3

Italicized words indicate the most energetic part of the gesture called stroke and is
distinguished by phonologically prominent speech syllable

2

primitive that temporarily holds stroke so that the stroke and its co-expressive speech
synchronize [11]; retraction, the movement that brings the hand back to the resting
position
1.1 Gesture acquisition and application
While the role of speech in natural communication remains the most important, the
inevitable role of the gestures to describe, to mimic, to express, to reference, to
manipulate, to regulate, and so on [12] cannot be underestimated. Similarly, the
expression for hesitation or emphasis, agreement or disagreement, interest or disinterest,
and so on cannot be measured without considering the head movement information.
Therefore, considering the speech, gestures and head movements would constitute the
most important modalities of communication; however, acquiring of all these modalities
in an interface level is not a trivial task. Acquisition of gestures in natural settings and the
challenges in the process are explained in chapter 3.
Gesture based interaction: While speech, gestures, and head movements have been
studied extensively, the effort of combining them in an interface level has not greatly
surpassed the recognition of predefined isolated signs and prototypic syntax [9]. Part of
the inhibitory factors is the lack of available technology that is capable of acquiring
natural behavior that is complex and dynamic. Some interfaces allowed scripted gesture
syntax for spatial browsing and information querying [13]. Lenman et al. [14] from
Swedish Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) developed a menu test bed that allowed
the users to control appliances, such as TV, lamp, etc. using predefined hand signs.
Similarly, Suk, et al. [15] used manipulative hand gestures to control media player or
PowerPoint, such as open a file, close a file, pause, move to the next frame, and so on.
3

Some other works that used manipulative gestures include systems designed by Sato et al.
[16], and Bretzner and Lindeberg [17]. Although the accuracy using the predefined
symbols reached as high as 99.59% [15], the notion of natural interaction in interfaces
gets conceptually debatable. In fact, in order to acquire valid multimodal data, it is
essential to design a computational framework that is capable of producing unscripted
gesture data. These issues have also been highlighted in chapter 3. Kettebekov et al. [18]
introduced the “weather domain” that comprised non-predefined gesture data from
weather narration. The natural continuous gestures obtained from the weather domain
were used in the design of gesture recognition of the system called iMap. Later, the iMap
was extended to explore speech-gesture interaction under stressful crisis situation, called
Crisis Management (XISM) [19]. The XISM is still being used to conduct cognitive load
measurements in different aspects of multimodal interaction. Later, a system called
Dialog Assisted Virtual Environment for Geoinformation (DAVE_G) was developed for
multimodal interaction with Geographical Information Systems (GIS) [20]. The system
supported collaborative task planning and decision making. The current trend in
interaction is evolving from Graphical User Interface (GUI) to Natural User Interface
(NUI) [21] where the goal is to make the user feel natural in communication. The “Magic
Wall” feature used on CNN’s for election center coverage is an example of NUI
developed by Jefferson Han [22]. It consists of a screen that is capable of detecting wider
range of human actions and gesture. Another significant example of NUI is the “Xbox
Kinect” that uses spatial gestures for interaction instead of a game controller. It is
considered as a “revolution” in the computer games that requires no controller to play.

4

Prospects for Advanced Learning Technology: Relevant studies on interactive learning
have already demonstrated that the use of gestures facilitate comprehension especially
when the verbal message is ambiguous [23], complex [24,25] or degraded in some way
[26]. Additionally, gestures helps to “ground” [27,28] instructional language by
associating with real-world physical referents such as objects, actions, diagrams or other
inscriptions. As much as the use gesture in teaching promotes learning [29, 30, 31], it is
of equal significance in providing feedback to the teaching agent [32]. Some studies have
also found that the children who gesticulate during instruction are likely to regain and
generalize the knowledge earned than those who do not gesticulate [33]. Furthermore,
through the gestures exhibited by children in learning, it was found that they tend to
demonstrate the knowledge that they themselves were unaware of [34,35]. As a possible
application scenario, we present an advanced learning environment in which an agent and
student are exchanging gestures to discuss a topic in science called “Electromagnetism”.
The fact that the combination of speech and kinesics are used extensively in explanation
of engineering design tradeoffs and medical sciences, for example surgical knots,
motivated us to choose a simple topic in science for the demonstration. Detail
conversation between tutoring agent and students’ gestures are depicted in figure 1. Note
that the italicized words inside the bubble indicate the words that co-occurred with the
gesture stroke.

5

Student

Agent

Any idea about
electromagnetism?

Can I try?

Metaphoric Gesture

Deictic Gesture

Is it
magnetism
created by
electricity?

Sure! Go ahead

Metaphoric Gesture

Head Nod

Correct! We use an
iron bar, an insulated
copper wire, a battery
and some paper clips.

Metaphoric Gesture

Figure 1: Pictorial representation showing the use of gestures in learning a topic in
science between tutoring agent and human

Computer-based learning society would benefit greatly if the learners are provided
with an option to interact multimodally. However, in order to automate the process, it is
essential to incorporate the complexities associated with human communication. By
automating gesture recognition that incorporates corresponding speech intonation and
head movement information in natural communication environment, we expect to take
the Advanced Learning Technology (ALT) to a new height.

6

1.2. Challenges in automated gesture understanding
To date, a significant number of gesture related research has been conducted. Along
with it, numerous techniques for performing isolated gesture recognition using computer
vision and pattern recognition are also emerging. The traditional gesture modeling was
mostly limited to recognizing predefined hand movements, for example, arm raised, arm
down or scripted symbols (mostly emblems 4). Although the recognition rate of isolated
gestures is close to perfect, application of the module is subdued only to the annotated
context.
While there is the need for analyzing the inter-effect behavior between the speech and
the kinesics, the complexities associated with automating continuous gestures has to be
addressed as well. Following are the challenges associated in modeling continuous
gestures.
Multifaceted nature of the multimodal patterns: One of the major problems in
automating non-verbal communications is that they do not follow specific protocol and
do not have a lexicon either. For instance, the same gesture movement can demonstrate
different meaning when used on a different context. Similarly, some other gesture
movements can be made to express the same meaning [9]. An example of multifaceted
nature of gesture has been depicted in figure 2. A kid pointing to a cotton candy in the
left and uttering “daddy” indicates that he wants his daddy to buy that candy for him.
While at the same time, the kid pointing in the right of the figure 2 and uttering “daddy”
implies that he is pointing to a picture of his daddy. The same pointing gesture has
4

Emblems are the deliberate visible actions made to express something without having to
speak, for example, “Okay” sign made by joining the thumb and index finger in a circle and
keeping the other fingers straight
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expressed two different meaning depending upon the context. While the human figure
bears inherent capability to solve these conflicts and ambiguities using multimodal cues
and deixis, automating these complex behaviors in computer system remain a challenging
task.

Figure 2: Demonstrating multi-faceted nature of multimodal patterns

Cross-cultural variability and gestures: Gestures can be culture-specific and convey
meanings depending upon the social factors such as religion, culture, ethnicity, and so on
[36] when analyzed alone. The same hand movement that is used to convey certain
meanings in one culture may be considered rude or profane in another culture. For
example, in many of the south Asian countries, the quick head strokes towards left and
right direction indicate the “Ok” gesture, whereas the gesture may be interpreted as a
“No” in western countries. Similarly, Turkish “Come” gesture can be mistaken to “Take
a seat” gesture. Surprisingly, the generally accepted notion head shake to indicate “No” is
interpreted as “Confusion” in Turkish [37]. Therefore, considering mere hands or head
kinematics as a gesture would limit the performance of gesture recognition module within
the annotated corpus.
Although the shape, magnitude, and trajectories may be culture-specific, the
underlying mechanism for speech-gesture co-production remains consistent [38].
8

Implementing a system that utilizes the fundamental principles behind speech-kinesics
co-production is likely to resolve the conflict that might occur in cross-cultural gesture
production. For example, two girls communicating may say, “Did she go yesterday?”
which questions if the character “she” went instead of somebody else yesterday. This is
fundamentally different from “Did she go yesterday?” which whether the character she
“went” or “not” yesterday. In any language or culture, the ambiguities, like the one in the
example, can be resolved by considering the speech intonation and kinesics.
Multimodal error avoidance and resolution: In natural communication, the speech,
concurrent context and body kinesics are used collaboratively to resolve multimodal
error. For example, in figure 1, when the instructor says “For the experiment, we would
use an iron bar”, he uses a metaphoric gesture and separates hands few inches apart to
implicitly state that the iron bar can be of that length for the experiment. Study has shown
that given an option for multimodal interaction, users often use their intuition to use the
communication mode that improves accuracy of content to be conveyed [39]. For
instance, users preferred using text while saying foreign surname rather than speaking
[40]. Another study suggests that errors in telecommunication could have been reduced
by up to 86% if there were provisions for other modalities of communication other than
speech only [41]. Therefore, the users should be provided with an option for choosing
modes of communication in the design of multimodal HCI and that the output from both
modalities should be co-analyzed to avoid and resolve the multimodal error in
communication.
Keyword-gesture co-analysis: Although speech and gestures are two different
modalities, in natural communication, they function co-expressively to reflect semantic
9

intent of the speaker’s speech [38]. Motivated by this, co-analysis of gestures and
selected keywords has been done to improve continuous gesture recognition [42].
However, due to the fact that the speech and gesture arise from the same “idea units” and
are later monitored by different control motors that manipulate movement and speech, the
speech and gestures do not always co-align [38]. Moreover, gestures do not exhibit oneto-one mappings with the spoken keywords [43] thus making the problem hard to tract.
Apart from the inherent complexities associated with the gesture-speech co-production,
other complex problems lies in the processing of natural language [44, 45, 46] and
limitation of their application within the annotated contexts [47, 48, 49]. These intricacies
in keyword-gesture co-analysis introduce computational delays thus making the system
unviable for gesture-based interaction.
1.3. Signal-level perspective for continuous gesture analysis
The psycholinguistic evidences suggest that the verbal and non-verbal modalities of
human conversation complement each other [43]. The fact that gestures and speech
usually co-occur and reflect the semantic intent of the speaker suggests that there is an
intimate link between them [4, 38]. Similarly, other paralinguistic elements, for example,
the head movement functions in regulating the conversation [4]. Motivated by the fact,
Kettebekov [12] introduced the notion of “multimodal perspective” using a novel
“bottom-up” approach that involved a signal-level co-analysis of features extracted from
audio and video signals. This had an advantage over top-down approach since the
overheads of speech recognition and natural language processing were reduced. The goal
of this thesis is to improve continuous gesture recognition by co-analyzing the prosodic
and kinesics features that constitute the discourse structure of human communication. To
10

represent the need for co-analysis pictorially, we have extracted audio and visual features
(for details see chapter 5) from a portion of a file or length 10 sec from MAGEC database
(see chapter 3) and plotted it against time in figure 3. We can observe that at around time
4sec, 6 sec and 7 sec where gesture stroke has happened, it has been preceded or
succeeded by prominent speech syllable and a significant head movement.

11

Figure 3: Demonstrating prosodic and kinesics patterns in natural communication
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Main Hypothesis: The prosody and kinesics constitute the overall discourse structure of
communication. By taking into account the trends in the prosodic and kinesics features
and by co-analyzing them, each gesture can be characterized. The meaningful trends from
contributory features set can be employed to improve continuous gesture recognition.
Thesis Outline: The document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents related works
and state-of- art of continuous gesture recognition. Proposed methodology has been
explained in chapters 3, 4 and 5. Chapter 3 discusses about the database that was
collected and annotated for our research, chapter 4 presents the motivation behind coanalysis of prosody and kinesics for continuous gesture recognition, chapter 5 discusses
the proposed framework. Chapter 6 presents results and discussion. Finally chapter 7
concludes with conclusion, summary of contributions and future directions.
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CHAPTER II
2. Related Works
A large body of research is being done towards transforming the era of HCI from
traditional mouse and keyboard to Natural User Interface (NUI). Although some efforts
have been successful in replacing the mouse in interactive video games, like kinect, wii,
etc., the application of gestures in an interface level has not surpassed the scripted signs
and rigid syntax of Bolt’s “put that there” [50]. One of the main reasons is the lack of
understanding mechanism of speech-gesture co-production. It is not just the gesture but
the coordination of gesture, speech intonation, and facial movements that cohere to
express the desired content [1].
This chapter discusses the related works on continuous gesture recognition. It starts
with the role of gestures from psycholinguistic aspects, reviews types of continuous
gestures, and ends with state-of-art of continuous gesture recognition.
2.1. Role of gestures
As much as the evidences show that gestures produced along with its concurrent
speech enhance the content [5, 43, 51], the question about whether the role of gestures is
to communicate to the listener, or to support the speaker’s internal encoding process, [52]
is still debatable. The latter argument can be supported by the fact that people use gesture
even when there is no listener, or the listener cannot see the speaker’s hands; for e.g.
speaker using gestures when talking over phone. The fact that information conveyed
through the telephone, or from behind a screen [53] appear to be as effective even in the
absence of gesture supports that gesture is not essential to interpret co-occurring speech.
However, at the same time, the reliance on gesture in case of ambiguous speech [23] and

14

noise support that the listeners rely on gestural cues as well. Moreover, the assessment of
information gained by a child in learning context revealed that the child was capable of
demonstrating through the gestures, the knowledge that he himself was unaware of [35].
Different types of continuous gestures and their role as narration as well as
communication has been categorically discussed in the subsequent section.
Deictic gesture: In narration, deictic gestures may be used to refer to the
characters/objects in space. It bears strong semantic level synchrony. The spatial
relationship between the references is also made evident in deictic gestures [54]. For
example, in weather narration, while the narrator says “this region is relatively warmer
than that” she moves her hand from left to right to indicate that spatial differences
between the two regions. The adverbials (e.g. here, there, this) and nouns that are used in
referencing were observed to co-occur with deictic gestures almost 93% of the times [18].
In conversation, deictic gestures function primarily to direct a listener’s attention to a
physical reference [12]. Gestures mostly take place in the form of pointing either to an
object or characters of interest. For example, in the sentence “it was him that I was
talking about”, the speaker directs the listener’s attention to some character/person that he
is referring to as “him”. Though, the deictic gesture has gained relatively little attention in
psycholinguistics, research reveals that more than 90% of the HCI has been designed
using deictic gestures [12].
Metaphoric gesture: In narration, metaphoric gestures are used while attempting to
represent an image of abstract concepts [43]. For example, in a conversation in figure 1,
“is it the magnetism created by electricity?” the cupped right hand represents magnetism.
In some cases, metaphoric gestures perform cross-domain mappings to facilitate
15

expression. In conversation, metaphoric gesture basically exhibits the concept that has no
physical form. By integrating the speech and domain knowledge, metaphoric gesture
helps reduce ambiguities in multimodal communication. For example, in the conversation
in figure1, “For the experiment, you would need an iron bar” the tutor separates his
hands certain distance apart to implicitly indicate the size of the iron bar needed for the
experiment. Metaphoric gesture also serves to indicate turn-taking and turn-yielding
signals in conversation.
Iconic Gestures: Iconic gestures in general can be identified by its manner of
performance in that these gestures refers to concrete event, object or action that usually
co-occurs with its corresponding speech [43]. Iconic gestures also bear a close
relationship to the semantic content of speech. However, in some cases, it supplies
complementary description to the speech. For example, in a scenario, “when we coil the
wire around the iron core” the person is moving his hands around a virtual iron core to
narrate the sentence.
Example of iconic gestures in communication can be, “twist it towards you” while the
speaker’s left hand twists clockwise and right hand twists anti-clockwise in synchrony
with some distance in between the two hands to represent the act of opening the lid of a
small container.
Beat gesture: Beat gestures do not represent any idea, concept, event or object. They
rather emphasize certain words or phrases and reflect the pace of speech. Usually, the
gesturing hands move in rhythm with speech intonation pattern. For example, in a
sentence “Just a tiny bit”, the speaker makes a small gap between index finger and thumb
and moves it back and forth swiftly in rhythm with the corresponding speech “tiny bit”.
16

2.2. State-of-art of gesture recognition
The fact that speech and gesture arise from a same internal encoding process and
convey similar semantic intent [38] has motivated researchers towards identifying the
correlation between speech and gestures. The findings on the speech and gesture study
suggest that they are not only semantically correlated, but are also systematically
synchronized at different scales (phonemes-words-phrases-sentences) [4]. Therefore, the
co-analysis of verbal and non-verbal modalities is necessary to fully understand natural
communication [1].
However, the lack of standard rules and lexicon for gesture and speech production
introduces some sort of randomness in the co-production. The unpredictability becomes
especially severe while trying to model for automated systems for time series data, for
example, speech and gesture recognition. To model and classify such dynamic behavior,
the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is the most successful probabilistic framework. The
key reasons for its popularity are because it offers - Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), a
training algorithm and a clear Bayesian semantics [55].
Modeling gestures in HMM is typically done by first training each gesture model
with representative examples. The trained model is then used to compute similarity with
the novel test sequences. Generally, the training and test file consists of sequence of
hands kinematics derived by using computer vision techniques. If the similarity of the test
sequence to any gesture model is above some user defined threshold or is most likely,
then the sequence is assigned to the gesture’s class [12].
Sequence modeling in gesture was proposed by Yamato et al. that used HMM to
recognize tennis strokes [56]. Schlenzig et al. employed HMM and a rotation-time variant
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image representation to recognize hand gestures from a video [20]. Yang and Xu
introduced the concept of using sequential symbols for gesture representation instead of
geometric features and trained them using HMM [57]. By using the “most likely
performance” criterion, the system achieved accuracy of 99.78% on isolated gesture
recognition with nine gestures.
To model two hands gesture, Brand et al. used the Coupled HMM (CHMM) using
hands movement from Tai Chi movement strokes [55]. Wilson and Bobick introduced the
notion of “parameterized gesture” that refers to the systematic spatial variation of gesture
kinematics. They modeled the gestures using Parametric Hidden Markov Model [58].
Using Parametric HMM, the two HMMs representing two data streams were linked by
the neighboring states in both the streams.
Combined research on speech and gesture was implemented by Sharma et al. [59].
They used keyword association between HMM-based gesture models to improve gesture
hypothesis in weather broadcast analysis. Valbonesi, McNeill et al. introduced the signallevel approach for investigating the temporal relationship between gesture and speech
[60]. The points of emphasis were determined in each of the speech and gesture
modalities using prosody and hand motion traces. The result demonstrated that they cooccurred in more than 90% of the locations.
Kettebekov et al. introduced the novel concept of bottom-up perspective for speechgesture co-analysis [61]. The coverbal gestures improved its performance when the visual
signals were co-analyzed with the pitch. In a recent study on deictic gesture recognition
in weather narration [9], it was observed that alignment patterns of prosodically
prominent parts of speech and certain gesture phases are dependent on the type of the
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pitch accent and contextual reference (deixis). The highest accuracy noted using audiovisual HMM and Bayesian network was observed to be 84.2%.
A recent study proposed a system to recognize both isolated and meaningful gestures
for making Arabic numbers 0-9 from stereo color image sequences by the motion
trajectory of a single hand using HMM [62]. The accuracy reported for isolated gesture
was 99.6% and that for the meaningful gestures was 94.29%. Similarly, Suk et al.
introduced a gesture recognition system using dynamic Bayesian network that could
model a set of one-hand and two-hand gestures [15]. The system was also tested on 10
predefined isolated gestures and the accuracy reported was 99.59%. However, unlike the
system proposed by Kettebekov et al. [9] these systems work only under the predefined
hands movement only thus limiting the application to a constrained environment. In the
later experiment conducted by Suk et al., a method for recognizing hand gestures from
continuous video stream was proposed using DBN [63]. The model was tested on both
continuous and isolated gestures. For continuous gesture, the recognition accuracy
recorded was 84% relatively lower compared to the accuracy of isolated gesture which
was 99.59%.
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CHAPTER III
3. Database
The development of robust and computationally efficient algorithms for the analysis
and synthesis of nonverbal communications for real-time applications remain elusive.
One of the critical elements in understanding nonverbal communications is the robust
recognition of continuous natural hand gestures. The lack of valid natural multimodal
corpus that closely represents human natural gesticulation and discourse is one of the
missing links in modeling, analysis and synthesis of gestures. This chapter reports the
creation, stratification and annotation of a natural multimodal gesture corpus collected
from a number of sources, such as weather channel broadcast and interactive television
talk shows. These are particularly the good sources for collecting multimodal corpora for
gesture where subjects exhibit gestures extensively in a natural setting. The annotation
was performed using a set of criteria at various levels of granularity and was validated
using inter-coder agreement. Results from validation techniques illustrate the efficacy of
the collected Multimodal Annotated Gesture Corpus (MAGEC).
3.1. Motivation
Human interaction utilizes several multimodal cues such as speech intonation, head
movement, facial expression, and hand gestures to exchange messages. These cues are
useful in regulating flow of conversation, and in resolving multimodal error and lingual
ambiguities. Recent time, there has been an increasing trend in utilizing some of the
natural cues, like hands and body movement in interactive video games, like kinect, wii,
etc. As much as the tools had success in the entertainment industry, the algorithms’ utility
in real-time application for the analysis and synthesis of continuous gesture remain
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elusive.
One of the critical limitations in the study of natural communication is the lack of
valid database that comprised integrated information from multimodal channels in
unconstrained settings. Existing corpora mostly constitute a set of pre-defined hand
symbols [64] and prototypical movements [65, 66, 67] that often consists of isolated
gesture movements and few scripted dialogs. The settings neglects the significance of
contextualization which play a vital role in how we perceive [68] and express in natural
setting. Moreover, the applicability of such posed data severely shrinks because of the
notable deviation from real-life situations [69]. Similarly, some databases contain data in
a controlled setting with limited number of subjects [70] and limited number of gesture
actions [71]. Furthermore, these corpora cannot be later utilized to study the co-analysis
of the verbal and non-verbal modalities in communication. Some of the successful efforts
to collect natural database captures emotion in scripted and spontaneous dyadic
conversation [1]. The database is capable of capturing head motion, facial expression,
and hand movements. However, detailed groundtruth information required for modeling
hand gestures is beyond the scope of the database.
Considering these limitations, a new database called Multimodal Annotated Gesture
Corpus (MAGEC) was designed, which remarkably includes gestures, speech, head
motion and subtle paralinguistic cues in a natural discourse. The MAGEC consists of
natural gesture database collected from weather narration and interactive talk shows and
include their annotation. The groundtruth was created using ANVIL annotation tool1.5
Other layers of annotation include head motion and gesture primitives that allow robust
modeling and recognition of continuous gestures. To ensure the validity of the
1

http://www.anvil-software.org/
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annotation, an inter-coder agreement technique called Kappa-factor has been used and the
results obtained from the three trained coders has been compared.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. First, a brief overview of the problem
space for acquiring and annotating the MAGEC database is presented in the Section 3.2.
Various subsections include subject selection and data collection, variability of data,
annotation structure, transition among gestures, kinesics and speech prosody, and
spontaneous versus deliberate gestures. Section 3.3 describes the MAGEC database that
includes database distribution and analysis of inter-coder agreement between three
coders. Results from the Kappa computation are presented in the results section of
Chapter 6.
3.2.Problem space for creating MAGEC corpus
Subjects selection and data collection: The subjects in MAGEC corpus narrate or
communicate in a natural setting. Video selection was performed based on the variability,
quality of audio and video as well as the visibility of gestures and head motion within the
display region of the window. There were some instances of video that focused on face
most of the times and gestures were beyond the scope of the camera. Those videos were
filtered. The selected data were then converted into ANVIL compatible .avi format.
Additionally, the audio and video characteristics were converted from stream-processing
mode to full-processing mode using software called Virtualdub2.6The entire database has
been stored in a hard drive and will be made public through our lab website.

2

http://www.virtualdub.org/
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Variability of data: One of the crucial factors in modeling and automatic inferencing of
any human-mimicking model is the availability of representative training data. DouglasCowie et al. [72] have defined four main parameters that define completeness of the
emotion database. The same parameters can apply to the gesture database as well. They
are:
I.

Scope, that measures the number of subjects, classes, language, etc.

III. Naturalness, that defines whether the gesture is acted out or spontaneous
IV. Context, that defines whether the subject is exhibiting gestures in a certain
context or in isolation, and
V. Descriptors that defines the nature of discourse.
Apart from these four basic criteria, background selection, lighting conditions also
affect the visual database. Some snapshots depicting variabilities in MAGEC has been
presented in figure 4. Common characteristics of MAGEC database are listed below:


35 different subjects from various platforms are included in the corpus. Subjects
narrate weather broadcast using weather map, narrate experience of some past
events, participate in formal talk shows, and participate in humorous talk
shows.



Subjects speak English from different regions- America, Canada, United
Kingdom, and Australia.



60% of the total subjects are male and 40% are female



All the gestures in MAGEC corpus are spontaneous



All subjects exhibit gestures in certain context since the data have been selected
from natural discourse and narration.
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The subjects perform gestures in variable backgrounds- static, dynamic, noisy,
and plain and variable lighting conditions.



Three trained coders annotated the data in isolation.

Figure 4: Snapshots of AMUG database demonstrating variabilities- clockwise from top
American female narrating in noisy background, American male in debated conversation
in plain background, British female in witty conversation, British male in moving
background, American female in static background, and Canadian female in static
background.

Annotation Structure: Data labeling was performed using ANVIL annotation tool. One
of the features of ANVIL is its capability to provide tracks, the multiple layers for
annotation purposes. Coders could create their own annotation by inserting timeanchored elements into the tracks [73]. Any continuous hand movement can be
categorized into a series of kinematical phases each of which can be inserted to the track
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gesture phases as, preparation, stroke, hold, and retraction. In the next layer, coder can
insert the pre-defined gesture class (phrase) of each of the phases as deictic, metaphoric,
beat, or iconic gestures. In the next layer, the coder can insert head movement elements
into a track called head motion. The pre-defined movements are nod and shake. ANVIL
also allows importing prosodic features, pitch and intensity from PRAAT [74] file to the
ANVIL. It can be particularly useful in the co-analysis of prosody and kinesics.
Transition among gestures: Some simplifying assumptions made in the existing gesture
databases are that gesture begins and end from a neutral position, and follow predefined
movements [67, 70]. However, in a natural discourse, gesture movement is highly
articulate [75] and takes transition from one phase of gesture to the other. As a
consequence, the gesture may not necessarily start and end from the neutral state. Rather,
the visual observation from MAGEC database depicts some instances where gesture
shows serial dependence with the gesture/speech preceding or following it. Consider a
short segment taken from MAGEC database, where the lady is narrating weather as “rain
and snow here in California”. While the lady points to the map (deictic stroke), she utters
“snow” instead of “here” and retracts to the neutral position with “here in California”. In
the example, the deictic gesture precedes its co-occurring speech (here) and the
consequence has been spilled to the retraction as well. This phenomenon called spillover
effect [18] suggests that the training data should include dynamic behavior in a natural
communication setting in order to design a robust gesture recognition system.
Deliberate versus spontaneous gestures: Spontaneous gestures are distinguished by
discontinuity in velocities of the limbs that potentially resulted from movement phasetransitions [9]. In addition, the analysis of pitch features and hand velocity revealed
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(movement) phase structuring at the feature level [76]. It was also observed that during
the guided phase of spontaneous pointing stroke that is attributed with intensive hand-eye
coordination, there was a baseline reduction or complete inactivity in pitch contour [9]. In
contrast, deliberate gesture [71, 70, 77] demonstrates minimal or zero correlation between
these physiologically linked communication channels. Additionally, deliberate gesture
digresses in terms of both appearance and timing than spontaneous gesture. MAGEC
database contains spontaneous gestures thus allowing fine-grained analysis of the
gestures and its correlates at various levels of synchronization.
3.3. MAGEC database
In this section, we first discuss the details of MAGEC database followed by the
database validation using inter-rater agreement techniques.
Gesture data distribution: Table 1 shows the distribution of gesture elements in overall
database and the average occurrence of those elements in each video file. The table
reveals that the database consists of nearly balanced distribution for deictic and
metaphoric gestures, little skewed distribution of the beat gesture and very skewed with
that of iconic gestures. An interesting observation from the database is that the
occurrence of lower frequency of preparation and retraction as compared to the stroke
verifies that in natural discourse, one form of gesture may take transition to the other
form without having to come completely to the neutral position.
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Table 1: Database distribution of gesture elements in MAGEC
Label

Nod

Shake Prep

Stroke Hold

Retract Deictic

Metaphoric Beat

Iconic

Total

423

272

470

1143

311

393

707

847

223

68

Average

14

9

16

38

11

13

24

28

8

3

Similarly, the pictorial representation of the overall distribution (in percentile) has been
depicted in figure 5.

Figure 5: Pictorial representation depicting the distribution of gestures phrase, phase
and head movements in MAGEC database.
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Database validation: The manual annotation relies on the annotator’s ability of
segmenting and labeling the event. Therefore, there should be some mechanism to
interpret or at least validate the sanity of the annotation. Such interpretation can be done
by allowing multiple coders to code the same portion of video file independently and
finally computing Cohen’s Kappa (K) between the annotations. This statistics is
appropriate in testing since K takes into account whether the agreement exceeds chance
levels for binary and nominal ratings [78]. As a general rule around 15% to 20% of data
should be tested for inter-rater agreement [79]. In MAGEC, we have comparison coded
around 35% of the elements in average. The event by event data percentage chosen for
comparison has been presented in the table 2.

Table 2: Percentage of elements compared between multiple coders to compute Kappa
factor
Nod

Shake

Prep

Stroke

Hold

Retract

Deictic

Metaphoric

Beat

Iconic

Avg

40%

29%

21%

33%

46%

21%

38%

37%

49%

33%

35%

Validation of MAGEC database was done in three granular levels using ANVIL
annotation tool namely segmentation agreement, category agreement, and overall coding
agreement. In order to obtain the granular analysis, Kappa factor was computed for each
of the categories, and confusion matrix was also computed for the overall coding
agreement. Results from Kappa computation and confusion matrices between coders
have been presented in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER IV
4. Prosody and Kinesics Based Approach for Gesture Analysis
Although a significant body of research has been done on gesture understanding, the
complexities with natural communication cannot yet be addressed with the state-of-art
gesture recognition. Part of the hindrances is the reliance on vision-only techniques used
for gesture modeling. Although introducing speech features in gesture improves system
performance, the spontaneity and versatility of natural gesticulation are almost
impossible pattern recognition problem [12]. Kettebekov et al. [9] proposed a novel
prosody-based perspective that could discover the multimodal relationships which could
be employed to improve visual analysis. The goal of this work was to first identify the
significant prosodic and kinesics components of communication and later to utilize the
relationship towards improving continuous gesture recognition. Higher level diagram is
shown in figure 6.

Gesture
Recognition

Co-Analysis

Trends Analysis

Audio Features

Video Features

Figure 6: Prosody and kinesics based perspective for gesture recognition
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4.1. Kinematics of gestures
A continuous hand movement is distinguished by a sequence of kinematical
primitives that demonstrate various patterns at different time scales. The patterns have
been categorized into hierarchical structure by Kendon [80]. He defined phrase as the
kinematics that starts the moment a limb is lifted from the body and ends when the limb
is brought back to the resting position. A gesture movement typically consists of series of
three phases, preparation - stroke - retraction. Preparation is the duration between onset
and peak; stroke is distinguished by the peaking effort and constitutes the meaning of the
gesture [80]; retraction is the duration between peak and the offset. In addition to the
three standard phases, Kita defined a hold as a way to temporally extend the movement
kinematics so that the stroke and post-stroke hold together will synchronize with the
corresponding speech [11].
Within the kinematical pattern, velocity serves a critical role in distinguishing
between them [12]. The discontinuities in velocities of the limbs can potentially
correspond to the phase transitions. Furthermore, analysis of hand velocity and pitch
features revealed phase structuring at the feature level [61]. In addition, head motion
reflects rhythm of the co-occurring speech with the co-occurring speech [81, 82].
Motivated by these facts, the work presented here represents hands and head kinematics
through hands and head velocity, and prosodic features through pitch, formant1,
formant2, and intensity information.
Acoustically defining, pitch gives repetition frequency of a sound wave. The
variation of pitch while speaking gives the speech intonation which is an important
attribute of linguistic prosody [83]. Similarly, formant defines the resonating frequency
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of human vocal tract and the first two formants, formant1 and formant2 are used to
disambiguate the vowel. F1 is associated with the vocal tract cavity behind the tongue
hump and f2 is associated with the cavity in front of the tongue hump. Similarly, intensity
relates to power of sound per unit area.
4.2. Relationship between prosody and kinesics
Communication through the medium of language is based on multiple major channels
and constituent levels, such as the lexicon (vocabulary), syntax (grammar), prosody
(intonation) and kinesics (facial expressions and bodily gestures). Speech and kinesics
constitute the paralinguistic elements of language and play a prominent role in the
organization of human communication and discourse. Modulation of prosodic elements
appears to precede the emergence of phonetic segmentation during the early acquisition
and development of human language [84]. Spontaneous kinesics activity associated with
discourse usually represents a mixture of gestures and pantomime [85]. Although there is
a wide range of different types and levels of synchronization across the modalities, the
exact mapping of these modalities remains unclear. The interplay between modalities is
in fact very complex. Hence, a better understanding is needed on how each modality
supports the other modalities. Such an understanding is crucial in solving a number of
engineering problems in the acquisition of multimodal communication in perceptive and
animated HCI.
Another important component of kinesics that has received relatively little
attention is head motion. Though the most common use of head nod/shake are to
agree/disagree and to acknowledge active listening, research on head motion reveal
interesting discourse patterns. A research conducted by Munhall et al. discovered that
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head motion helps to improve the acoustic perception of the speech [86]. The same
research group also found that the head motion helps to distinguish between interrogative
and declarative statements. The findings direct researchers towards thinking that there
should be a direct or indirect relationship between head motion and the speech prosody.
Not surprisingly, Graf et al. revealed that the timings of head motion and prosodic
structure of the text are consistent [81] thus allowing for speech segmentation.
Furthermore, one of the recent works on head motion discovered that the head motion
pattern can be a useful cue to infer the speaker’s affective states [1]. Evidences that
motivate us towards co-analyzing the prosody and kinesics components are discussed in
figure 7 and 8.

Time

Time

Figure 7: Demonstrating the relation between prosody and kinesics in communication.
Clockwise from left- Pitch, head velocity, left hand velocity, and right hand velocity
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Figure 7 is derived from a lady’s narration of an event. The stroke at time around 2
seconds co-occurs with peaking pitch and a head shake suggesting that all the three arise
from the same idea unit and are later manipulated by different control motors [38]. The
stroke is followed by a post-stroke hold to allow synchronization of stroke and poststroke hold with the co-expressive speech [11]. Similarly, the beat stroke between time
2.5 to 3.5 seconds co-occur with increasing and decreasing pitch and a vertical shift in
head, and is again followed by a post-stroke hold. These evidences suggest that the
increasing and decreasing trend in prosodic features and some significant features from
head and hand velocity, for example peak and valley, would constitute a useful feature
towards gesture recognition. Another similar example is presented in figure 8.
Figure 8 is from the portion of video between two individuals in a debated
conversation. The fact that gesture strokes started slightly before the co-expressive
speech at time 20.5 sec and 21.5 sec suggests that the speaker has entered into ballistic
mode [76] or intermediate mode [4]. In ballistic modes, gestures are performed more
rapidly and tend to precede speech intonation.
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Figure 8: Demonstrating relationship between prosody and kinesics; from top Pitch,
Head Velocity, Right hand velocity, and Left hand velocity
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CHAPTER V
5.

Framework for Audio-Visual Co-analysis

This chapter discusses the novel co-analysis framework that comprises of prosody
and kinesics manifestation of natural communication. The underlying “signal-level
perspective” has been adopted from Kettebekov et al. [9]. Based on the observation we
witnessed in figure 7 and 8 in chapter 4, we have included the head kinematics as well
into the co-analysis module. Head movements are non-verbal communication parameters
that are used to affirm, negate or emphasize the speech [7]. Head movements also
regulate turn-taking and attention shifts in conversation [87, 88]. Moreover, it bears close
correlation with the speech prosody [86] (see figure 7, 8) and sometimes reveals the
affective state of the speaker [1]. The proposed framework for computing co-analysis of
prosody and kinesics manifestation of natural communication has discussed in section
5.1.
5.1. Proposed Framework
Figure 9 presents a complete framework for computing prosody and kinesics based
co-analysis of audio-visual gestures. At the top level, audio and visual signal from the
video sequence is processed. At the same level, groundtruth is created from the video
sequence using ANVIL annotation tool. Head tracking and hands tracking algorithm are
employed to extract positional information of hands and head. Using the positional
information, velocity of both left and right hands and head are computed. For feature
based co-analysis, first the signal trend is obtained, its maximum and minimum peaks are
detected, and pair wise co-analysis code is obtained among all the features. Detail of the
methodology is explained in the subsequent headings.
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Natural Communication
Audio

Video

Audio Feature
Extraction Module
Intensity

Visual Feature
Extraction Module
Head Detection

Pitch

Formant2

Hands Detection

Formant1

Hands velocity
(VR, VL)

Groundtruth creation
Head
velocity
(VH)

Trend Analysis
Peak Detection
of Audio
and Visual
features

Co-Analysis Module
(assign increasing, decreasing,
peaking or dipping code)

Quantify
trendsincreasing ‘1’
decreasing ‘-1’

Feature Vector
generation

Clustering (K-Means)

Gesture Classification

Figure 9: Proposed framework for prosody and kinesics based co-analysis for continuous
gesture recognition
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Database Collection and Annotation: Details on database and its characteristics have
been explained in chapter 3. Videos for our experiment were collected mostly from
youTube for research purpose only. The video files were in any format (mostly .flv) and
needed to be converted to .avi to make it compatible with ANVIL. To ensure the video
format and codec, the file needed to be tested using video processing software called
VirtualDub. Using the software, the videos in streaming mode should be converted into
full-processing mode so that ANVIL can load the video. Three coders annotated the
entire video sequences under supervision of an expert. Chapter 3 explains all the
challenges, usability and description of the database, we named as MAGEC. An
interesting feature of ANVIL is that it allows integration of PRAAT into one of the
tracks. It also allows the user to write manual transcription of the speech. Similarly, head
motion (nod and shake) can also be inserted into one of the tracks. For gesture labeling,
the kinematical primitives, preparation, stroke, hold, partial-retract, and retract can be
selected from the drop-down menu. A separate track provided is available for the gesture
phrases – iconic, metaphoric, beat, deictic, and emblems. Once the annotation is
completed, the output can be extracted from project tool available in the ANVIL into a
text file. Snapshot of ANVIL taken from MAGEC has been presented in figure 10.
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Metaphoric

Figure 10: Snapshot depicting annotation in MAGEC database using ANVIL annotation
tool

Visual Feature Tracking: For visual feature tracking, we used the fusion of automated
and semi-automated tracking tools. Head tracking was performed using Python accessing
the libraries available in OpenCV. The “Haarcascades” for frontal and profile face were
used to detect profile and frontal faces. In order to validate the tracking, we crosscompared the head position information with that of the facesequence obtained from hand
tracking framework.
Robust tracking of hands in natural communication setting continue to remain a
challenging problem. For tracking hands for the experiment, we adopted Quan Yuan’s
hand tracking framework [64]. The hand tracker is based on motion residue that is based
on the fact that hands change its appearance and shape more frequently compared to
appearance of clothes, background, and face. This property is exploited to detect hands
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by identifying regions in each frame that has no good matches among regions in the next
frame. Each frame is divided into blocks and the best match of each block in the next
frame is obtained by translation. The block matching is performed using Gaussian
pyramid that propagates the velocity of blocks from lower resolution levels to higher
resolution levels. Finally, the residue is estimated which is simply the average of absolute
difference in intensity level between the block and its best match in the next frame. The
regions having highest residue are the hands region. However, the tracker was mostly
designed for sign language and didn’t work very well with natural hands movement.
Furthermore, the tracker would mostly initialize (itself) with single hand and compute
positional information of the single hand only. To solve the problem, we used OpenCV’s
mouse click events to manually locate the undetected portion of the hands. After
obtaining position of hands and head, the velocity of right hand (VR), velocity of left
hand (VL) and velocity of head (VH) were computed. Also, distance between two hands
(HH) was also computed since it accounts for metaphoric and iconic gestures.
Audio Feature Extraction: To extract the audio features, speech processing software
called PRAAT [74] was used. To make the file compatible with the PRAAT, the video
file should be first converted into audio format (.wav) using a software1.7The features
extracted were the Pitch, Intensity, Formant1, and Formant2. Audio features were all
sampled at 100 frames per second.

1

A software called “Any Video Converter” was used to convert video files to audio (.wav)

files
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Signal Trend Analysis: To observe the increasing or decreasing the trends in signals, we
looked into the segment of the signal where meaningful hand movements were made
during gesticulation. Based on the ground truth information obtained from the annotation,
the significant segments were first located in the entire video sequence. For each segment
annotated as a gesture, we padded 20 ms time before and after the chosen segment. The
time segment was selected based on the empirical analysis to account for possible lag or
lead that may have occurred during audio-visual synchronization.
Now for each segment considered, the peak detection algorithm was employed to
determine the significant maximum and minimum peaks of all the prosodic (pitch,
intensity, formant1, and formant2), and kinesics (VH, VR, VL, HH) features. This gives a
clean picture of how each of the features behaves during gesticulation. The maximum
peaks were assigned a value ‘1’ and minimum peaks were assigned a value ‘-1’.
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Table 3: Possible combination of features for computing co-analysis code
Combination

Features

PI

Pitch, Intensity

PF1

Pitch, Formant1

PF2

Pitch,Formant2

PH

Pitch, Hands distance

PVR

Pitch, Right hand velocity

PVL

Pitch, Left hand velocity

PVH

Pitch, Head velocity

IF1

Intensity, Formant1

IF2

Intensity, Formant2

IVR

Intensity, Right hand velocity

IVL

Intensity, Left hand velocity

IVH

Intensity, Head velocity

VRVL

Right hand, Left hand velocity

VRVH

Right hand, Head velocity

F1F2

Formant1, Formant2

F1VR

Formant1, Right hand velocity

F1VL

Formant1, Left hand velocity

F1VH

Formant1, Head velocity

F2VR

Formant2, Right hand velocity

F2VL

Formant2, Left hand velocity

F2VH

Formant2, Head velocity

VLVH

Left hand, Head velocity

HH

Head velocity, distance between hands
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Co-Analysis Module: To obtain the co-analysis between prosodic and kinesics features,
we computed the pair-wise co-analysis code between the signals (prosody-prosody or
prosody-kinesics) [89]. Possible combination of all prosodic and kinesics features for
computing co-analysis module has been shown in table 3. On a continuous time period,
each combination of the code was given a code that translated rising trend with a code 1,
peaking trend with code 2, dipping trend with code 3, and falling trend with a code 5 (see
table 4).

Table 4: Prosody and kinesics based combination matrix for co-analysis code.
Co-analysis
Variable1
Variable2
Trend name
Code
1
1
1
Rising
1

-1

2

Peaking

-1

1

3

Dipping

-1

-1

4

Falling

The combination matrix in table 4 represents the possible trends (first and second
column) and co-analysis code assigned to the trends (column 3). For example, if we
consider the variable 1 as pitch and variable 2 and intensity, then the increasing trend in
pitch, and increasing trend in intensity would be quantified by a code ‘1’.
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Clustering: Once we obtained the pair-wise co-analysis code from all the signals at
particular gesture element, the next step was to determine the major concentration of
trends exhibited by the gesture with different combination of prosodic and kinesics
features. This way, we were also able to visually compare the most significant prosodic
and kinesics components in each of the gesture annotated.
For clustering, we used K-means clustering [90] available in WEKA28tool that
partitions ‘n’ observations into ‘k’ clusters so as to minimize within-clusters sum of
squares. Euclidean distance measure was used as a metric to compute distances between
instances and clusters. Results obtained from clustering are presented in chapter 6.
Classification: Clustering of the features trends gave us the confidence about the
significance of features in distinguishing a particular gesture. Based on the results, the
feature vectors were then labeled into respective gesture classes and tested for
classification. For classification also WEKA was used. Results obtained from
classification are also presented in chapter 6.

2

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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CHAPTER VI
6. Results and Discussion
The results section is divided into two parts. In the first part, we present the results
obtained from Kappa statistics of MAGEC database, and in the second part, we discuss
the results obtained from co-analysis of prosody and kinesics in continuous gestures.
6.1. Kappa Statistics
Segmentation agreement: One of the critical challenges in computing inter-coder
agreement is to decide which elements to compare in cases where the segmentation is
different. To overcome the problem, ANVIL cuts the annotation file into slices of 0.04
seconds and compares categories in each slice thereby adding one additional category
VOID in case no annotation is detected in the slice [91]. The average Kappa factor for
segmentation agreement for phase, phrase, and head movement in MAGEC has been
presented in table 5. The Kappa factor for head is highest 0.752, followed by the phrase
0.747 and phase 0.734.

Table 5: Inter-rater agreement assessment for type segmentation in MAGEC
Gesture
Elements
Percentage
Average Cohen
Average
Compared
Accuracy (%)
Kappa
Corrected Kappa
Phase

669

85.06

0.721

0.734

Phrase

650

86.26

0.735

0.747

Head

245

85.36

0.63

0.752
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Category Agreement: Category agreement gives the agreement only from the regions of
the annotation where both coders actually encoded something. Kappa factor depicting
category agreement has been presented in table 6. Gesture phase has highest agreement
with Kappa value 0.813, followed by head with Kappa 0.80, and phrase with Kappa
0.687.

Table 6: Inter-rater agreement assessment for type category in MAGEC
Gesture

Elements
Compared

Percentage
Accuracy (%)

Average Cohen
Kappa

Average Corrected
Kappa

Phase

669

84.51

0.720

0.813

Phrase

650

78.31

0.525

0.687

Head

245

85.82

0.781

0.80

Overall Agreement: In addition to Cohen Kappa and Corrected Kappa, the overall
agreement also computes Krippendorff’s alpha as additional reliability measure.
Krippendorff’s alpha is a statistical measure for assessing the agreement when multiple
coders describe a set of units of analysis in terms of values of a variable. The overall
agreement assessment has been presented in the table 7. In overall, the head elements
have the highest agreement of Kappa 0.791 followed by the phase with Kappa 0.752 and
phrase with Kappa 0.691. The Krippendorff’s alpha is however, highest for phase
elements with value 0.814, followed by phrase with value 0.76, and head 0.727.
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Table 7: Inter-rater agreement assessment for type overall in MAGEC
Gesture

Krippendorff’s
alpha

Elements
Compared

Percentage
Accuracy (%)

Average
Cohen Kappa

Average
Corrected Kappa

Phase

669

78.58

0.687

0.752

0.814

Phrase

650

76.27

0.631

0.691

0.760

Head

245

85.58

0.618

0.791

0.727

For granular analysis, confusion matrices were computed for the annotations. The
overall confusion matrices for the categories phase, phrase, and head has been presented
in table 8, 9, and 10 respectively. Note that the large numbers of elements seen in the
table is due to the result of slicing of annotated segments with length 0.04 sec for the
agreement analysis.

Table 8: Confusion matrix between elements of gesture phase estimated from human
evaluations
VOID
hold
prep
retract
stroke
VOID

0.884

0.148

0.141

0.07

0.114

Hold

0.035

0.771

0.026

0.01

0.077

Prep

0.014

0.003

0.776

0.002

0.01

Retract

0.011

0.001

0.011

0.908

0.014

Stroke

0.054

0.075

0.045

0.007

0.783
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Results from the table 8 suggest that the phase retract has the highest percentage of
agreement with 90.81% agreement. Similarly, stroke has 78.34% agreement, preparation
has 77.65% and hold has 77.13% agreement.

Table 9: Confusion matrix between elements of gesture phrase estimated from
human evaluations
V-O-I-D
beat
deictic
iconic
metaphoric
V-O-I-D

0.887

0.118

0.082

0.198

0.141

Beat

0.027

0.639

0.052

0

0.116

Deictic

0.042

0.085

0.823

0.466

0.034

Iconic

0.010

0.053

0.027

0.334

0.014

metaphoric

0.032

0.102

0.014

0

0.692

Results obtained from the confusion matrix in the table 9 for phrase annotation
reveals that the most agreed on gesture phrase is the deictic gesture with 83.2%
agreement. Similarly, beat gesture has 63.9% agreement and metaphoric gesture has
69.2% agreement. However, iconic gesture has very low agreement of 33% and is highly
confused with deictic gesture with 46% error. Similarly, beat gesture is also confused
with metaphoric gesture with error 10% and metaphoric gesture is confused with beat
with error 11%.
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Table 10: Confusion matrix between elements of head movement
V-O-I-D
nod

shake

V-O-I-D

0.941

0.204

0.176

Nod

0.042

0.791

0.054

Shake

0.016

0.0032

0.769

Confusion matrix from head movement annotation as depicted in table 8 shows that
the nod has higher agreement of 79.1% and that of the shake with 76.9% agreement.
6.2. K-Means clustering
K-means clustering shows statistics on the number of instances and percentage of
instances assigned to each cluster centroid. Cluster centroid is the mean vector for each
cluster. Therefore, centroid can be a good metric in characterizing the clusters. Results
obtained from the K-means clustering on each of the gesture type beat, metaphoric,
iconic and deictic gestures have been explained in the subsequent sub-headings.
K-means clustering results in beat gesture: Summary statistics of K-means clustering
for beat gesture using WEKA has been presented in table 11. The table shows the
centroid of each cluster as well as statistics on the number and percentage of instances
assigned to each cluster.
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Table 11: Summary statistics depicting the centroid of each cluster and number and
percentage of instances assigned to different clusters in beat gesture

Snapshot from k-means clustering for beat gesture is depicted in the figure 11. The
overall trend exhibited by all pair-wise feature combination, their cluster information and
number of instances assigned to the different clusters has been presented in the figure.
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Figure 11: Visual demonstration depicting the cluster information for each feature
combination in beat gesture and the number of instances assigned to each cluster

We see that the cluster 0 holds 125 instances, which attributes to 77% of the
instances, and cluster 1 holds 37 instances that attributes to 23% of the instances. From
the visualization, we see that pair-wise combination of the prosodic features PI, PF1,
PF2, IF2, and F1F2 contribute mostly to the centroid 1, which translates to a ‘rising
trend’ ‘1 1’meaning that the increasing pitch, increasing formants (F1, F2), and
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increasing intensity contribute to characterizing the beat gesture. The features F1F2 and
IF2 also contribute to centroid 3 that translates to the ‘dipping trend’, ‘-1 1’ meaning that
increasing formant 2 and sometimes decreasing formant 1 and intensity can contribute in
distinguishing the beat gesture. Similarly, feature combination of formant2 and the
kinesics elements VR, VH and VL mostly consists of centroid information of 1; which
translates to ‘rising trend’ ‘1 1’, that implies increasing F2 and increasing kinesics holds
the most important features for beat gestures. Similarly, VRVH consists of centroid
information of ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’ that translates to ‘rising trend’ ‘1 1’, ‘peaking trend’ ‘1 -1’,
and dipping trend ‘-1 1’. Similarly, PVH, PVL and PVR also mostly consist of centroid
information of ‘1’, which again translates to increasing pitch and increasing kinesics
features VL, and VR.
In summary, for the pair-wise combination of prosodic features, most of the times
rising and dipping trend contribute towards distinguishing beat gesture. Similarly, for the
pair-wise combination of prosodic and kinesics feature, the rising trend contributes
mostly. Finally, for the pair-wise combination of kinesics features, rising, dipping and
peaking trends contribute mostly towards distinguishing the beat gesture.
K-means clustering results in metaphoric gesture: Summary statistics of K-means
clustering results for metaphoric gesture has been presented in table 12. The result shows
that 62% of the data has been clustered into one bin, and the remaining 38% has been
clustered into the other bin.
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Table 12: Summary statistics depicting the centroid of each cluster and number and
percentage of instances assigned to different clusters in beat gesture

The overall trend exhibited by all pair-wise feature combination, their cluster
information and number of instances assigned to the different clusters for metaphoric
gesture has been presented in the figure 12. We see that the cluster 0 holds 81 instances
that account to 38% of the instances, and cluster 1 holds 131 instances that account to
62% of the instances.
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Figure 12: Visual demonstration depicting the cluster information for each feature
combination in metaphoric gesture and the number of instances assigned to each cluster

From the visualization, we see that pair-wise combination of the prosodic features PI,
PF1, PF2, IF1, and F1F2 contribute mostly to the centroid 1, which translates to a ‘rising
trend’ ‘1 1’meaning that the increasing pitch, increasing formants (F1, F2), and
increasing intensity contribute to characterizing the beat gesture. The pair-wise
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combination of formants F1F2 also contribute to the centroid 2 which translates to
peaking trend ‘1 -1’ meaning that the increasing formant1 and decreasing formant2 is
also the useful trend to distinguish metaphoric gesture. Similarly, the pair-wise
combination of prosodic and kinesics features PH, PVR and F1VL contribute to centroid
1 which translates to the rising trend meaning increasing pitch and increasing distance
between two hands, increasing pitch and increasing right hand velocity as well as
increasing formant1 and increasing left hand velocity are the useful trends. Similarly,
other combinations such as PVL, PVH, and F1VR contribute to centroid 1 and 2 which
translates to rising ‘1 1’, and peaking ‘1 -1’ trend meaning that increasing pitch and
increasing or decreasing left hand velocity or head velocity are significant trends and
increasing formant1 and increasing or decreasing right hand velocity constitute useful
trend in metaphoric gesture. Finally, the pair-wise combination of kinesics feature reveals
that the only significant combination VRVL contributes slightly to the centroid 2 and 3
which translates to the ‘peaking ‘1 -1’ and ‘dipping trend ‘-1 1’ indicating that the
increasing or decreasing trends in left hand and right hand velocity can also be useful
features in characterizing metaphoric gesture.
In summary, for pair-wise combination of prosodic features, most of the times rising
trend contribute towards distinguishing metaphoric gesture. Similarly, for the pair-wise
combination of prosodic and kinesics feature, the rising and peaking trend contribute
mostly. Finally, for the pair-wise combination of kinesics features, dipping and peaking
trends contribute mostly towards distinguishing the metaphoric gesture.
K-means clustering results in Iconic gesture: Table 13 presents the summary statistics
of K-means clustering along with the centroid information for iconic gesture. The result
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shows that 77% of the data has been clustered into one category, and the remaining 23%
has been clustered into the other.

Table 13: Summary statistics depicting the centroid of each cluster and number and
percentage of instances assigned to different clusters in iconic gesture

The trend in pair-wise feature combination, their cluster information and the number
of instances assigned to the different clusters for iconic gesture has been presented in the
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figure 13. We see that the cluster 0 holds 123 instances that account to 77% of the
instances, and cluster 1 holds 36 instances that account to 23% of the instances.

Figure 13: Visual demonstration depicting the cluster information for each feature
combination in iconic gesture and the number of instances assigned to each cluster
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From the analysis of the clusters in figure 13, we observe that the significant pairwise prosodic features that contribute towards discriminating iconic gestures are IF2 and
F1F2. Both the pair of prosodic features contribute to centroid 3 which translates to the
dipping trend ‘-1 1’. This suggests that decreasing intensity, and decreasing formant1 and
increasing formant2 make a feature that characterized the iconic gesture. Similarly,
combination of significant prosodic and kinesics features PVR, PVL, PVH, IVR, IVL,
IVH, F1VR, F1VL, F1VH all contribute mostly to centroid 3 that translates to dipping
trend ‘-1 1’and few to centroid 1 as well which translates to the rising trend ‘1 1’. The
evidence suggests that increasing or decreasing trends in prosodic features and increasing
trend in kinesics features are useful in characterizing iconic gesture. Similarly,
combination of significant kinesics features VRVL, VRVH, VLVH and HVH mostly
contribute to centroid 1 which translates to rising trend ‘1 1’ meaning that the increasing
trend in left hands or right hand and increasing trend in distance between hands as well as
head are the useful features in distinguishing iconic gesture.
In summary, the pair-wise combination of prosodic features that contributes towards
distinguishing the iconic gesture mostly exhibits the ‘dipping trend’. Similarly, for
combination of prosodic and kinesics features, it is mostly the ‘dipping trend’ and in
some cases the ‘rising trend’ as well. Finally, for the combination of kinesics features,
‘rising trend’ has the greatest contribution in distinguishing iconic gesture.
K-means clustering results in deictic gesture: Table 14 presents the summary statistics
of K-means clustering along with the centroid information for deictic gesture. The result
shows that 60% of the data has been clustered into one category, and the remaining 40%
has been clustered into the other.
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Table 14: Summary statistics depicting the centroid of each cluster and number and
percentage of instances assigned to different clusters in deictic gesture

Visual depiction of the co-analysis of signals contributing in characterizing deictic
gesture has been presented in the figure 14. The cluster 0 holds 40% of the instances and
cluster 1 holds 60% of the instances.
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Figure 14: Visual demonstration depicting the cluster information for each feature
combination in deictic gesture and the number of instances assigned to each cluster

From the visual depiction of clustering in figure 14, we observe that the significant
pairs of prosodic features that contribute to the clustering are PF1 and F1F2. The PF1
contribute mostly to centroid 2 which translates to the peaking trend ‘1 -1’ thereby
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indicating that the increasing trend in pitch and decreasing trend in formant1 are one of
the useful attributes of deictic gestures. Similarly F1F2 contributes to centroid 3 which
translates to the dipping trend ‘-1 1’ indicating that the decreasing trend in formant1 and
increasing trend in formant2 can be useful in characterizing the deictic gesture. Similarly,
the combination of prosodic and kinesics features that contribute to deictic gesture
clustering are F1VR, F1VL, F1VH, and F2VR. The features mostly contribute to cluster
3 and 4 that maps to dipping ‘-1 1’ and falling ‘-1 -1’trends respectively. Formants (f1
and f2) exhibit falling trends and the hands and head velocity can exhibit increasing as
well as decreasing trends. Similarly, the kinesics features VRVH and VRVL contribute to
the centroid 4 (falling trend) and centroid 3 (dipping) respectively. Accumulation at
centroid 4 implies that both the co-analyzed right hand velocity and head velocity
demonstrate decreasing trend and that of centroid 3 implies that decreasing trend in right
hand velocity and increasing trend in left hand velocity and vice-versa can be useful
feature in distinguishing deictic gesture.
6.3. Summary of observations
Summary of the significant trends exhibited by combination of prosodic, prosodic and
kinesics, and kinesics and kinesics features towards characterizing each of the gesture
types, deictic, metaphoric, iconic, and beat has been presented in the table 15. Note that
the result is based entirely on observation of the trends as depicted in figures 11, 12, 13,
and 14. It is evident from the table 15 that different set of feature combination exhibit
special pattern towards characterizing different gestures.
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Table 15 Summary of trends exhibited by pair-wise feature combination towards
categorizing gesture types
Gesture Types
Combination of
features
Prosodic & Prosodic
Prosodic & Kinesics
Kinesics & Kinesics

Metaphoric

Deictic

Iconic

Beat

/19& /
/&˄
˅&˄

˄210& ˅311
˅ & \412
\&˅

˅&˅
˅&/
/&/

/&˅
˄&˄
/&˅&˄

6.4. Classification Results
Results from clustering gave us some confidence that the co-analysis of the prosodic
and kinesics features is descriptive enough to classify different types of gestures. The
feature vector is supplied into machine learning tool WEKA to see how well it performs
in classifying gestures. Summary of the result of the classification obtained from the
WEKA has been depicted in table 16. Adaboost classifier using J48 graft was used for the
classification. Overall accuracy of the classification was 75.85%. The average precision,
recall, and F-measure are 0.76, 0.75, and 0.75, which are consistent with the overall
accuracy.

1

a front slash (/) refer to the rising trend

2

a carat (^) refers to the peaking trend

3

a letter V refers to the dipping trend

4

a back slash (\) refers to the falling trend
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Table 16: Summary of classification results obtained form WEKA
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CHAPTER VII
7. Conclusion
7.1. Prosody and kinesics based perspective
The state-of-art of gesture recognition is still far from naturalness for two
fundamental reasons- (i) Lack of representative examples demonstrating spontaneous
gestures; (ii) Lack of granular analysis of the interplay between paralinguistic elements of
human conversation. This work attempts to solve the first problem by creating an
MAGEC corpus that consists of spontaneous database collected from weather narration
and interview shows. To solve the second problem, we present a multimodal framework
that computes co-analysis between prosodic and kinesics manifestation of
communication. Results of the co-analysis and classification results corroborate the
significance of prosodic and kinesics based co-analysis for recognition of natural
gestures.
7.2. Summary of Contribution
Main contribution of the presented work has been listed in the following bullet point:


Selection, collection, and annotation of natural communication database from
weather narration and interview shows domain.



Computation of inter-coder agreement using Cohen Kappa to validate the
reliability of annotation



Selection of the significant trends in prosodic and kinesics features



Creation of co-analysis framework to observe the interplay between the
significant prosodic and kinesics manifestation.
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Utilization of the co-analysis of the trends towards continuous gesture
recognition.

7.3. Future Direction
The results from the meticulous analysis of K-means clustering can be applied to
improve the feature vector for each gesture independently. The trends and co-analysis of
the signals can therefore be utilized to improve continuous gesture recognition problem.
Furthermore, the hidden markov model and its derivates can be utilized to capture the
temporal dynamics of the gestures more efficiently.
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